The development of single-isomer molecules: why and how.
Until relatively recently the three-dimensional nature of drug molecules has been largely neglected, with approximately 25% of marketed drugs being mixtures of agents rather than single chemical entities. These mixtures are not combinations of drugs but mixtures of stereoisomers, generally racemates of synthetic chiral drugs. The individual enantiomers present in such mixtures frequently differ in both their pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic profiles as a result of stereochemical discrimination on interaction with chiral biological macromolecules (enzymes and receptors). The use of such mixtures may present problems if their adverse effects are associated with the less active stereoisomer or do not show stereoselectivity. In addition, interactions between enantiomers may occur such that the observed activity of the racemate is not simply the product of the effects of the individual enantiomers. Since the mid-1980s there has been an ongoing "racemate-versus-enantiomer" debate with the potential advantages of single-isomer products, including improved selectivity of action and potential increase in therapeutic index, being highlighted. As a result, regulatory authorities have issued guidelines for dealing with chiral molecules, and the number of single enantiomer agents presented for evaluation has increased. Racemic mixtures may still be developed but require justification such that the risk-benefit ratio may be assessed. In addition to new chemical entities, a number of "old" mixtures are being re-examined as potential single-isomer products, the chiral switches, with the potential for an improved therapeutic profile and possibly new indications. However, for the majority of agents currently marketed as mixtures, relatively little is known concerning the pharmacological or toxicological properties of the individual enantiomers.